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Abstract

Machine unlearning is an emerging task of removing
the influence of selected training datapoints from a trained
model upon data deletion requests, which echoes the widely
enforced data regulations mandating the Right to be Forgot-
ten. Many unlearning methods have been proposed recently,
achieving significant efficiency gains over the naive baseline
of retraining from scratch. However, existing methods focus
exclusively on unlearning from standard training models and
do not apply to adversarial training models (ATMs) despite
their popularity as effective defenses against adversarial
examples. During adversarial training, the training data are
involved in not only an outer loop for minimizing the training
loss, but also an inner loop for generating the adversarial
perturbation. Such bi-level optimization greatly complicates
the influence measure for the data to be deleted and ren-
ders the unlearning more challenging than standard model
training with single-level optimization. This paper proposes
a new approach called MUter for unlearning from ATMs.
We derive a closed-form unlearning step underpinned by a
total Hessian-related data influence measure, while existing
methods can mis-capture the data influence associated with
the indirect Hessian part. We further alleviate the compu-
tational cost by introducing a series of approximations and
conversions to avoid the most computationally demanding
parts of Hessian inversions. The efficiency and effectiveness
of MUter have been validated through experiments on four
datasets using both linear and neural network models.

1. Introduction

Machine learning (ML) models are increasingly applied
to a broad range of applications, accompanied by growing
concerns about their privacy and robustness issues. Both
issues are actively studied in recent years [45]. On the

*Equal contribution.
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privacy side, model inversion attack [16] and membership
inference attack [51] reveal that the trained ML model con-
tains sensitive information of its training data, which can
cause privacy loss for individuals contributing their data for
model training. On the robustness side, adversarial exam-
ple attack is one of the most well-recognized robustness
attacks [24, 30, 39, 62]. It can easily fool an undefended
model, e.g., standard training model (STM), to misclassify
by a small adversarial perturbation on the input [9, 24, 39].
Many works focus either on the privacy [1, 35, 37, 42, 51]
or on the robustness aspect [9, 33, 38, 53–56, 66], few works
studied both. Yet, it is critical to consider privacy and robust-
ness jointly [20, 27, 36, 41, 47, 48, 52] to build ML models
to simultaneously meet data privacy regulations and ensure
robustness against adversarial threats.

In this paper, we target a new joint privacy-robustness
problem to simultaneously meet emerging privacy regula-
tions and ensure adversarial robustness of the model, which
has not been examined before: how to efficiently and effec-
tively remove the influence of a training datapoint from an
adversarially trained model upon data deletion request?

The privacy need is driven by the widely enacted user
data regulations that enforce the Right to be Forgotten, for
example, the European Union’s GDPR [17], the California
Consumer Privacy Act (CCPA), and Canada’s proposed Con-
sumer Privacy Protection Act (CPPA). These regulations
mandate the deletion of personal data upon user requests and
can even include the deletion of models and algorithms de-
rived from the user data, e.g., the Federal Trade Commission
[15]. Machine unlearning [5, 8] aims to obtain an updated
model with the influence of the target datapoint removed in
an effective and efficient way. That is, the updated model
should be similar to the model obtained by the computation-
ally expensive retraining-from-scratch approach, while con-
suming less computation [21–23,26,31,43,44,58,60,61,65].

The robustness is achieved by the adversarial training
model (ATM) [3, 24, 30, 39, 59], which is a popular and ef-
fective defense for enhancing the model robustness against
adversarial examples by creating and incorporating adver-
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Figure 1: ATM has two interdependent sets of optimization variables, model parameters and adversarial perturbations (yellow
arrows), both of which contain nested training data influence (blue arrows). To remove such nested data influence, ATM
unlearning requires the total Hessian that consists of both direct and indirect Hessian components (green solid lines). Existing
unlearning methods designed for standard training models are inapplicable to ATM unlearning, because they only use direct
Hessian information during the unlearning update and do not capture sufficient data influence (red dashed lines).

sarial examples into the training process. ATM is trained
by a bi-level optimization with the model parameters as the
outer-level variable and the adversarial perturbations as the
inner-level variable. To the best of our knowledge, all exist-
ing unlearning methods focus solely on data removal from
STM. As our analysis will reveal in Section 3, the existing
methods cannot be applied to ATM unlearning without mis-
capturing the data influence to be removed, due to ATM’s
bi-level optimization structure.

In this paper, we propose a new unlearning approach
called MUter : Machine Unlearning for data removal from
adversarial training models. First, we define the ATM un-
learning task in accordance with the mainstream machine
unlearning standard. Second, we convert it to an ATM un-
learning criteria derived from the optimality condition of
ATM, which facilitates the derivation of the unlearning up-
date for ATM. Meanwhile, existing unlearning methods de-
signed for STM cannot satisfy the ATM unlearning criteria.
As illustrated in Figure 1, ATM, as a bi-level optimization,
has two sets of variables: model parameters and adversarial
perturbations, which are interdependent and both contain
training data information. In contrast, STM, as a single-level
optimization, has only one set of variables: model param-
eters, which have a direct influence dependence on each
training datapoint. Existing unlearning methods cannot suffi-
ciently remove data influence from ATM because they fail to
account for the indirect influence on the model parameters
(i.e., miss the indirect Hessian part in Figure 1). That is, due
to the coupled outer-inner optimization, any updates to the
outer model parameters will incur further updates for both
the adversarial perturbations and the model parameters. To
address this, we derive a new closed-form unlearning update
for ATM, which is underpinned by the total Hessian-based

influence measure. Third, based on the ATM unlearning
update, we propose a three-stage unlearning framework to
support successive unlearning requests for ATM, which en-
hances efficiency by selectively storing certain computations
in memory. Last, we leverage Schur complement conversion
and Neumann series approximation to avoid the computa-
tionally demanding and numerical unstable computations of
Hessian matrix and its inversions.

To summarize, our main contributions are:
1. We introduce the problem of unlearning from adversarial
training models, which is a new and pressing challenge to si-
multaneously meet emerging privacy regulations and ensure
the adversarial robustness of the model. To the best of our
knowledge, it has not been studied in the existing literature.
2. We derive a new unlearning update tailored to ATM un-
learning, which has the total Hessian-based data influence
measure to sufficiently account for the interdependence be-
tween inner and outer optimizations of ATM.
3. We propose MUter based on the proposed unlearning
update, which supports successive unlearning requests for
ATM and introduces a series of conversions and approxima-
tions for Hessian inversions to alleviate the computational
cost and improve the numerical stability.
4. We perform a comprehensive evaluation to verify that
MUter achieves effective and efficient unlearning perfor-
mance while maintaining the model accuracy and adversarial
robustness, under two unlearning settings on four datasets.

2. Preliminaries and Related Work

2.1. Setup and Notation

Setup. Denote the training dataset with n training sam-
ples by D = {(x1, y1), . . . , (xn, yn)}, where for 8i 2
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{1, . . . , n}, xi 2 Rd is the d-dimensional feature vector,
and yi 2 R is the corresponding response/label. Denote
the loss function by l(!,xi), where ! 2 Rp represents the
vector of the p-dimensional model parameters.

Standard Training Model (STM). Standard training model
refers to the empirical risk minimization model: !⇤

std =
argmin!

1
n

Pn
i=1 l(!,xi), where ! 2 Rp is the model pa-

rameter variable.
Adversarial Training Model (ATM). Adversarial training
model is an effective defense against robustness threats posed
by the adversarial attack. In this paper, we adopt one of the
most widely-used ATM variants to consider the following
bi-level robust optimization formulation [30, 50],

!⇤ = argmin
!

1
n

nX

i=1

max
�i2B(xi,r)

l(!,xi + �i), (1)

where the inner optimization is to find adversarial perturba-
tion �i from the constraint set B(xi, r) to maximize the loss
and the outer optimization is to find the model parameter
! that minimizes the loss for the adversarially perturbed
examples. To make the interdependence between the outer
variable ! and the inner variable � more explicit, we further
introduce an auxiliary function �i(!) given by

�i(!) = argmax
�i2B(xi,r)

l(!,xi + �i). (2)

Machine Unlearning for Adversarial Training Models.

Definition 1 below specifies the ATM unlearning task in
consistency with the mainstream unlearning standard. For
notational simplicity, we focus on single-point removal in
the paper, but the analysis and algorithms developed in the
paper are generalizable to batch removal as well (please refer
to Appendix B.5 for the batch removal generalization).

Definition 1. (Machine Unlearning for Adversarial Train-

ing Models) For a trained adversarial training model as in
eq.(1), let 8 i

† 2 {1, . . . , n} be the index of a datapoint to
be forgotten. The ATM after machine unlearning unlearning
(forgetting datapoint i†) has parameter !⇤

�i† as follows,

!⇤
�i† = argmin

!

1
n� 1

nX

i=1,i 6=i†

max
�i2B(xi,r)

l(!,xi + �i). (3)

Retraining-from-scratch serves as the golden standard
and also a naive baseline to obtain the unlearned ATM !⇤

�i† ,
which is prohibitive in computation, especially for ATM with
both inner maximization and outer minimization. Hence, the
goal of machine unlearning for ATM is to approximately
remove i

†’s influence with great computational efficiency
improvement over retraining-from-scratch.
Notation. For a twice differentiable l(!,x+�), r!l(!,x+
�) denotes the direct gradient of l with respect to (w.r.t.)
! and @!!l(!,x + �), @!�l(!,x + �), @�!l(!,x + �),

@��l(!,x + �) denote the second order partial derivatives
w.r.t. ! and �, correspondingly. The total Hessian is

D!!l(!,x+ �) :=

Direct Hessianz }| {
@!!l(!,x+ �)�

Indirect Hessianz }| {
@!�@

�1
�� @�!l(!,x+ �),

(4)
where @!�@

�1
�� @�!l(!,x + �) = @!�l(!,x +

�)(@��l(!,x+�))�1
@�!l(!,x+�). We also use the short

hand notation l
⇤
i := l(!⇤

,xi + �i(!⇤)) and similarly intro-
duce r!l

⇤
i , @!!l

⇤
i , @!�l

⇤
i , @�!l⇤i , @��l⇤i .

2.2. Related Work

We briefly review existing machine unlearning methods.
They are exclusively focused on STM and are not applicable
to ATM unlearning with sufficient data influence removal.
We provide a brief overview of current machine unlearning
methods, which are focused exclusively on unlearning for
STM and are not applicable to ATM unlearning with suffi-
cient data influence removal. Thus, it is necessary to develop
a new unlearning approach specific to ATM unlearning.
Exact Machine Unlearning. Exact unlearning methods per-
form exact retraining but manage to do so only on a selective
portion of the dataset to avoid retraining on the entire dataset.
Some exact unlearning methods are designed for specific
models like Naive Bayes [8], quantized k-means [19], and
random forests [6]. Recently, SISA [5] proposes a more
general exact unlearning strategy. It divides the training
data into multiple disjoint shards during the training phase,
and retrains only on the shard that contains the data to be
removed during the unlearning phase. Later, [11] and [12]
extend the SISA strategy to unlearning for recommendation
systems and graph neural networks. However, the SISA strat-
egy requires different shards to be independently updatable
from each other, which is not the case for ATM due to its
interdependent bi-level structure.
Approximate Machine Unlearning. Approximate unlearn-
ing methods seek the updated model parameters to approxi-
mately satisfy the optimality condition of the objective func-
tion on the remaining data, which can be roughly divided into
three categories. 1) Unlearning with direct Hessian-related
terms: [22, 26, 31, 34, 40, 43, 49] propose Newton step-based
unlearning updates, where the Newton curvature matrices
are direct Hessian-related terms. These methods also in-
ject Gaussian noise to further destroy the remaining data
influence due to the discrepancy between the exact unlearn-
ing standard and the approximate unlearning criteria. Some
works also consider to alleviate the computational cost of
the Hessian. For example, [22] proposes to approximate the
direct Hessian with Fisher information matrix; [43] proposes
to avoid dealing with the entire direct Hessian by selecting
small Hessian blocks for unlearning update. 2) Unlearning
based on neural tangent kernel (NTK) theory: they approxi-
mates the training phase by NTK theory, where [23] regards
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the training as an approximately linear change and [21] di-
vides the training phase into two stages, one is the linear
standard training on the core dataset, and the other is the lin-
ear finetuning on the target dataset. Both works then applies
direct Hessian-related unlearning updates. 3) Unlearning by
tracking the Stochastic Gradient Descent (SGD) path during
training: DeltaGrad [60] and unrollSGD [57] propose to
track and reverse the SGD optimization path during the train-
ing phase. However, all above methods do not consider the
interdependence between model parameters and adversarial
perturbations of ATM, which cannot holistically capture the
data influence, as will be detailed in the next section.

3. Unlearning Update for ATM

ATM Unlearning Criteria. We begin by converting eq.(3)
in Definition 1 to the optimality condition form of ATM
based on Danskin’s Theorem [13],

nX

i=1,i 6=i†

r!l(!
⇤
�i† ,xi + �i(!

⇤
�i†)) = 0, (5)

which provides more convenience to the follow-up ATM
unlearning designs. Our goal is to find a closed-form un-
learning update U(!⇤

, i
†) such that the unlearning model

with parameter !u = !⇤ + U(!⇤
, i

†) will satisfy the fol-
lowing ATM unlearning criteria,

nX

i=1,i 6=i†

r!l(!
u
,xi + �i(!

u)) ⇡ 0. (6)

Cause of Inapplicability of Existing Approximate Un-

learning Methods. Before deriving our ATM unlearning
update, we recall the design rationale common to existing
approximate machine unlearning methods and point out why
they fail to sufficiently remove the data influence for ATM.
Despite the varying forms of specific unlearning updates, ex-
isting approximate unlearning methods all exploit the trained
model parameter !⇤ and connect it with the unlearned model
!u by first-order expansion of r!l around !⇤:

1
n� 1

nX

i=1,i 6=i†

r!l(!
u,xi + �i(!

u))

⇡ 1
n� 1

nX

i=1,i 6=i†

⇥
r!l(!

⇤,xi + �i(!
u))

+ @!!l(!
⇤,xi + �i(!

u))(!u � !⇤)
⇤
.

(7)

Existing methods then obtain the updated !u by letting the
right hand side of eq.(7) approach 0 and exploiting the opti-
mality condition of !⇤. For example, the influence function-
inspired unlearning [26, 49] has U(!⇤

, i
†) =

⇥ nX

i=1,i 6=i†

@!!l(!
⇤,xi + �i(!

u))
| {z }

Direct Hessian-only

⇤�1r!l(!
⇤,xi† + �i†(!

u)).

(8)

However, there are two obvious issues when applying the
above design rationale to the ATM unlearning: 1) the con-
version from eq.(7) to eq.(8) requires

Pn
i=1 r!l(!⇤

,xi +
�i(!u)) = 0, which does not hold in general. Rather,
the optimality condition only promises

Pn
i=1 r!l(!⇤

,xi +
�i(!⇤)) = 0; 2) the Hessian @!!l(!⇤

,xi+�i(!u)) and gra-
dient r!l(!⇤

,xi + �i(!u)) in eq.(8) are not commutable
without knowing !u in advance. We point out that the root
cause of both issues is that eq.(7) fails to account for the
interdependence between ! and � as in eq.(2).
Proposed ATM Unlearning Update. The above root cause
propels us to derive a new unlearning update that can holis-
tically capture the nested data influence. To account for
the interdependence between the adversarial perturbations
and the model parameters in eq.(2), we take the complete
expansion w.r.t. both ! and � as in Lemma 1 below.

Lemma 1. By expansion around both !⇤ and �(!⇤), the
approximate machine unlearning model parameter !u and
the original model parameter !⇤ has the following relation,

1

n� 1

nX

i=1,i 6=i†

r!l(!
u
,xi + �i(!

u))

⇡ 1

n� 1

nX

i=1,i 6=i†

h
r!l(!

⇤
,xi + �i(!

⇤))

+ @!!l(!
⇤
,xi + �i(!

⇤))(!u � !⇤)

+ @!�l(!
⇤
,xi + �i(!

⇤))(�i(!
u)� �i(!

⇤))
i
.

(9)

Proof. Please refer to Appendix B.1.

The last line of eq.(9) is key to the sufficient removal of
the data influence from ATM, which captures the interdepen-
dence between the adversarial perturbations and the model
parameters. Based on Lemma 1, we can derive the ATM
unlearning update in closed-form in Theorem 1 below.

Theorem 1. Consider the adversarial training model with
trained model parameter !⇤ as in eq.(1). Let (xi† , yi†) be
a datapoint in the training dataset to be forgotten. Let the
machine learning update U(!⇤

, i
†) take the following form

U(!⇤, i†) :=
h nX

i=1,i 6=i†

D!!l(!
⇤,xi + �i(!

⇤))
| {z }

Total Hessian

i�1

·
h
r!l(!

⇤,xi† + �i†(!
⇤))

i
.

(10)

Then, the unlearning model with updated parameters !u :=
!⇤+U(!⇤

, i
†) satisfies the approximate unlearning criteria

for the adversarial training model in eq.(6).

Proof. Please refer to Appendix B.1.

It turns out that the ATM unlearning in eq.(10) requires
both direct Hessian and indirect Hessian (i.e., total Hessian
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in eq.(4)) to sufficiently capture the data influence, while
previous methods for the STM unlearning have only the
direct Hessian-related part (e.g., eq.(8)). The total Hessian
term also appears in the second-order bi-level optimization
literature, e.g., the Complete Newton method in [64].

A New Influence Function. Finally, we would like to re-
mark that eq.(10) can be used to define a new influence
function as follows to measure the nested data influence of a
data point for ATM. It could serve as an independent interest,
for example, to measure the marginal contribution of a data
point to the model for valuation in data market [46] and
influence-based defense against data poisoning attacks [18].

Definition 2. (Leave-one-out Adversarial Influence Func-
tion) For the adversarial training model given in eq.(1), the
leave-one-out adversarial influence function for any (x, y)
in the training dataset is defined as

I(x, y) =�
h 1
n

nX

i=1

D!!l(!
⇤,xi + �⇤

i )
i�1

r!l(!
⇤,x+ �⇤).

Definition 2 utilizes total Hessian instead of direct
Hessian-only as in [32], which captures the interdependence
between adversarial perturbations and model parameters.
This is different from recent work [14] which defines the
adversarial influence function as a training sample’s influ-
ence difference between two models: an STM and an ATM,
while Definition 2 measures a training sample’s influence
difference when it is in or out for a single ATM.

4. Proposed Method: MUter
Equipped with the ATM unlearning update, we propose

MUter, a three-stage unlearning method for ATM, which has
two design considerations: 1) Support the more practical
successive unlearning setting where multiple data points can
be forgotten in sequence by keeping a selective variable set
in memory (Sec.4.1); 2) Reduce the per-unlearning compu-
tational cost by introducing more efficient approximations
and conversions to avoid direct computations of the most
computational demanding Hessian inversions (Sec.4.2). The
overall framework of MUter is illustrated in Figure 2. We
also present the complete algorithm in Appendix B.4.

4.1. Three Stages of MUter

Successive Unlearning Setting. Denote the indices of dat-
apoints that have already been forgotten at timestamp r by
{i†1, . . . , i†r}, the index of datapoint to be forgotten at times-
tamp r+1 by i

†
r+1 = i

†. Corollary 1 below extends Theorem
1 to support successive unlearning for ATM.

Corollary 1. Considering the successive unlearning setting,
let the machine unlearning update at the r + 1-th timestamp

Ur(!⇤
, i

†
r+1) take the following form

Ur(!
⇤, i†r+1) :=

⇢
M0[D!! ]

z }| {
h nX

i=1

D!!l(!
⇤,xi + �⇤

i )
i
�

Part of Mr [D!! ]
z }| {
h i†rX

i=i†1

D!!l(!
⇤,xi + �⇤

i )
i
�
h
D!!l(!

⇤,xi† + �⇤
i†)

i��1

·
h

Mr [r! ]
z }| {
i†rX

i=i†1

r!l(!
⇤,xi + �⇤

i )+r!l(!
⇤,xi† + �⇤

i†)
i
.

(11)

Then, the unlearning model with updated parameters
!u

r+1 := !⇤ + Ur(!⇤
, i

†
r+1) satisfies the approximate un-

learning criteria for the adversarial training model in eq.(6).

Proof. Please refer to Appendix B.2.

Stage I. Pre-Unlearning. According to Corollary 1, it is
a natural idea to pre-compute and keep in memory the to-
tal Hessian

hPn
i=1 D!!l(!⇤

,xi + �⇤i )
i

once the ATM is
trained and before responding to unlearning requests, since
it does not depend on the new point to be removed. Thus,
we initialize a memory set M0 at r = 0, which has three
memory parts: M0[D!!] for

hPn
i=1 D!!l(!⇤

,xi + �⇤i )
i
,

M0[!⇤] for !⇤, and M0[r!] for r! = 0 at r = 0.

Stage II. Unlearning. Upon receiving a new unlearning
request to forget the i

†-th datapoint at timestamp r + 1,
Corollary 1 indicates that it suffices to compute the total
Hessian and gradient only on i

† rather than the entire train-
ing set, once the memory is set up and maintained. We
evaluate the following three parts in sequence: 1) The gra-
dient on i

†: r!l(!⇤
,xi† + �⇤i†); 2) The total Hessian on i

†:
D!!l(!⇤

,xi†+�⇤i†); 3) The unlearning update Ur(!⇤
, i

†
r+1)

in eq.(11) and the updated parameters !u
r+1. In addi-

tion, we can also inject Gaussian noise by !u
r+1 + n with

n ⇠ N (0,�2
I) to further smooth the remaining data influ-

ence to the discrepancy between eq.(3) and eq.(6).

Stage III. Post-Unlearning. To support subsequent unlearn-
ing requests, we update Mr+1 based on Corollary 1:

Mr+1[D!!] = Mr[D!!]� D!!l(!
⇤
,xi† + �⇤i†); (12)

Mr+1[r!] = Mr[r!] +r!l(!
⇤
,xi† + �⇤i†), (13)

where the former is the online update forhPn
i=1 D!!l(!⇤

,xi+�⇤i )
i
�
hPi†r+1

i=i†1
D!!l(!⇤

,xi+�⇤i )
i

and the latter is for
hPi†r+1

i=i†1
r!l(!⇤

,xi + �⇤i )
i
.
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Figure 2: The proposed MUter framework. Stage I: the pre-unlearning stage prepares the initial memory
M0[D!!],M0[r!],M0[!⇤]. Stage II: the unlearning stage computes the total Hessian and gradient on the data to be
forgotten and computes the ATM unlearning update by solving a linear system. Stage II: the post-unlearning stage updates
Mr+1[D!!] and Mr+1[r!] to be prepared for the next unlearning request.

4.2. Unlearning without Direct Hessian Inversions

We now present the approximations and conversions to
circumvent the most computationally expensive and poten-
tially numerical unstable parts in the three stages, which are
three Hessian matrix inversions: (Inv-1) The total Hessian in-
version of

⇥
Mr[D!!]�D!!l(!⇤

,xi†+�⇤i†)
⇤�1; (Inv-2) The

partial Hessian inversion of @�1
�� l(!

⇤
,xi†+�⇤i†) inside the to-

tal Hessian in Stage II; (Inv-3) The same @�1
�� l(!

⇤
,xi†+�⇤i†)

but in Stage I & III.
Avoid Matrix Inversions (Inv-1/2) jointly by Schur Com-

plement Conversion. After expanding the total Hessian as
in eq.(4), we can reorganize

⇥
Mr[D!!] � D!!l(!⇤

,xi† +

�⇤i†)
⇤

into the following form S =
h
Mr[D!!]� @!!l

⇤
i†

i
�

h
� @!�@

�1
�� @�!l

⇤
i†

i
, which can be regarded as the Schur

complement of the block matrix H:

H =


H11 H12

H21 H22

�
=


Mr[D!!]� @!!l

⇤
i† @!�l

⇤
i†

@�!l
⇤
i† �@��l

⇤
i†

�
.

(14)

By Schur complement lemma deferred to Appendix B.3 for
completeness, we convert the inversion of S to the inversion
of H, then the unlearning update is equivalent to solving a
linear system, as summarized in the following Theorem.

Theorem 2. The unlearning update Ur(!⇤
, i

†
r+1) in eq.(11)

can be equivalently computed by solving the linear system:

Mr[D!!]� @!!l

⇤
i† @!xl

⇤
i†

@x!l
⇤
i† �@xxl

⇤
i†

� 
�!
�↵

�
=


Mr[r!] +r!l

⇤
i†

0

�
,

where �! is the unlearning update Ur(!⇤
, i

†
r+1) and �↵

is an auxiliary variable that can be discarded.

The linear system in Theorem 2 can be solved by conju-
gate gradient or fixed point methods, which are more efficient
than computing the Hessian inversions (Inv-1/2) directly.

Avoid Matrix Inversions (Inv-3) by Neumann Series

Approximation. We expand @
�1
�� l

⇤
i by Neumann Series:

@
�1
�� l

⇤
i = limk!1

Pk
j=0

⇥
I � @xxl

⇤
i

⇤j
. Then, clipping at

order k, we have the following approximation,

@
�1
�� l

⇤
i ⇡ I+

⇥
I� @��l

⇤
i

⇤
+ · · ·+

⇥
I� @��l

⇤
i

⇤k
. (15)

Each term in memory Mr[D!!] used in Stage I & III can be
approximated by D!!l

⇤
i ⇡ gD!!l

⇤
i :=

@!!l
⇤
i � @!�l

⇤
i

⇣ kX

j=0

⇥
I� @��l

⇤
i

⇤j⌘
@�!l

⇤
i . (16)

5. Experiments

We conduct experimental evaluations on two groups of
machine learning models and four common datasets, under
two typical experiment settings in the unlearning literature
[21–23, 26]. Our source code, experiment details, and more
experiment results can be found in Supplement.

5.1. Experiment Setup

5.1.1 Models and Datasets

Linear Models. We consider two linear models: 1) Ridge
Regression (RR) with least square loss; 2) Logistic Regres-
sion (LR) with logistic loss, both are regularized by squared
`2-norm with hyperparameter � = 1e� 4.
Neural Network Models. We utilize the Wide ResNet
model (i.e., Wide ResNet 28-10 model) [63] and consider
the pretraining setting [22, 26] (also similar to the mixed-
privacy removal setting [21]) for the neural network model
as follows. We first pretrain a model on a core dataset with
adversarial training. We then finetune the model on another
target dataset with adversarial finetuning [28], where all lay-
ers are frozen except the last layer. We consider unlearning
requests from only the target dataset used for the adversarial
finetuning.
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Adversarial Training/Finetuning Algorithms. For outer-
level, we utilize SGD to optimize the model parameters
!⇤; for inner-level, we utilize both PGD [39] and FGSM
[24] to generate adversarial perturbations. The experiment
results by PGD are reported in the paper, while the results
by FGSM and more detailed training and finetuning settings
are relegated to Appendix A.1 and A.3.
Datasets. We consider four common datasets for the two
settings above: (linear models) i) MNIST-b is the subset
from MNIST with classes ‘1’ and ‘7’ for binary classifica-
tion purpose; ii) Covtype is a dataset from the LIBSVM
repository [10]; (neural network model with pretraining) iii)

CIFAR-10 (target dataset) and the Downsampled ImageNet
(core dataset) are both natural image datasets; iv) Lacuna-10

(target dataset) and Lacuna-100 (core dataset) are both face
datasets. More detail can be found in Appendix A.2.

5.1.2 Baseline Unlearning Methods

We compare MUter with six approximate unlearning meth-
ods (with their abbreviations in bold), all of which are origi-
nally designed for unlearning from standard training mod-
els. Since they utilize different Hessian terms in the un-
learning update, for a fair comparison, we evaluate them
under the same three-stage framework as MUter but sub-
stitute in their corresponding unlearning update formula-
tions. (1) Newton unlearning [26] and (2) Newton un-
learning measured with adversarial perturbation (Newton-

delta): both methods utilize the Newton step as the un-
learning update, where the former computes at the original
samples (i.e.,

⇥Pn
i=1,i 6=i† @!!l(!⇤

,xi)
⇤�1r!l(!⇤

,xi†))
and the latter at the adversarially perturbed samples (i.e.,⇥Pn

i=1,i 6=i† @!!l(!⇤
,xi + �⇤i )

⇤�1r!l(!⇤
,xi† + �⇤i†)).

Similarly, we have (3) Fisher unlearning [22] and (4) Fisher-

delta, which utilize the Fisher matrix (r!l ·r>
! l) to approx-

imate the direct Hessian @!!l. (5) Influence function-based
unlearning [32, 40] and (6) Influence-delta, which utilize
the influence function for STM for the unlearning update.

Meanwhile, we utilize (7) Retrain-from-scratch as the
golden standard reference, which applies the same adversar-
ial training/finetuning algorithms to retrain/re-finetune the
model on the remaining data to obtain !⇤

�i† in eq.(3).

5.1.3 Evaluation Metrics

We measure four aspects of the unlearning performance: 1)
Effectiveness measures the closeness of the unlearned ATM
compared to the golden standard Retrain, for which we
utilize the `2-norm difference between the model parameter
vectors, i.e., k!u�!⇤

�i†k2; 2) Accuracy measures the clean
accuracy of the unlearned ATM, for which we utilize the
accuracy on clean test samples; 3) Robustness measures the
adversarial accuracy of the unlearned ATM, for which we

Figure 3: Evaluation results on Logistic Regression Model:
Effectiveness (top), Accuracy (middle), and Robustness
(bottom) on datasets MNIST-b (left column), Covtype
(right column). Large plots have greater removal numbers:
1%, 2%, · · · , 5%; the inside small plots have fewer removal
numbers: 1, 2, · · · , 5.

utilize the accuracy on adversarial perturbed test samples;
4) Efficiency measures the unlearning time the unlearning
method takes to respond the unlearning request, for which
we report CPU time.

5.2. Experiment Results

5.2.1 Results with Linear Model

Figure 3 reports the experiment results with logistic regres-
sion model on the MNIST-b and Covtypes datasets. More
results with ridge regression are deferred to Appendix A.3.

Effectiveness. Top row of Figure 3 shows the effectiveness
comparison. All compared methods have increased model
parameter distance with the increasing number of unlearning
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Figure 4: Evaluation results on Neural Network: Effective-
ness (top), Accuracy (middle), and Robustness (bottom) on
datasets Lacuna-10 (left column) and CIFAR-10 (right col-
umn), under removal numbers (1, 0.4%, 1%, 2%, 4%, 8%).

Model Removal MNIST-b Covtype

Type Number Fisher F-delta MUter Retrain Fisher F-delta MUter Retrain

LR

1 0.002 0.002 0.009 63 0.002 0.002 0.007 192
5 0.010 0.012 0.052 63 0.009 0.011 0.037 194
10 0.019 0.021 0.106 62 0.018 0.022 0.071 194

RR

1 0.002 0.002 0.009 64 0.002 0.002 0.006 200
5 0.009 0.011 0.057 65 0.011 0.012 0.032 206
10 0.018 0.019 0.097 65 0.019 0.020 0.064 205

Table 1: Efficiency results with linear models of logistic
regression (top) and ridge regression (bottom): The unlearn-
ing time (in seconds) of Fisher, Fisher-delta, MUter and
Retrain under varying removal numbers: 1, 5, 10.

requests, which is due to the decreased approximation capa-
bility of the approximate unlearning criteria. MUter achieves
the smallest deviation from Retrain and outperforms all the
compared methods, which is because its ATM unlearning up-
date sufficiently captures the nested data influence in ATM.

Accuracy. Middle row of Figure 3 shows the clean accuracy
comparison. All unlearning methods do not show a signifi-

Removal Lacuna-10 CIFAR-10

Number Fisher F-delta MUter Retrain Fisher F-delta MUter Retrain
1 1.47 1.66 4.18 935 1.51 1.73 3.81 5224
5 7.76 8.41 21.37 934 7.54 8.58 18.64 5294

10 15.51 16.82 41.69 932 15.34 16.42 37.57 5260

Table 2: Efficiency results with Neural Network: The un-
learning time (in seconds) of Fisher, Fisher-delta, MUter
and Retrain under varying removal numbers: 1, 5, 10.

cant drop in clean accuracy after data forgotten. In general,
MUter is among the methods that achieve higher accuracy
and exhibits close consistency with Retrain.
Robustness. Bottom row of Figure 3 shows the robustness
comparison. When the number of forgotten requests is small,
most methods have little variation in perturbed accuracy.
When the forgotten number becomes larger, all baseline
unlearning methods have an obvious decrease in perturbed
accuracy, while MUter still shows high perturbed accuracy
and has the closest proximity to Retrain.
Efficiency. Table 1 shows the efficiency comparison. MUter
has significant efficiency improvement over Retrain, which
is the utmost desideratum of the unlearning method. In addi-
tion, we compare with Fisher and Fisher-delta, which are
the most efficient methods among the six baseline methods
due to the more efficient Fisher information matrix approxi-
mation. MUter takes more CPU time because it computes
the total Hessian to obtain a more holistic data influence
measure, while the baseline methods compute only the (ap-
proximate) direct Hessian and omit the indirect Hessian.
Thus, the small increase in CPU time is the necessary tax to
pay in exchange for more effective unlearning.
Tradeoff between deletion effectiveness, accuracy, and

robustness. According to the above results, there is a trade-
off between efficient and deletion effectiveness, accuracy,
and robustness. That is, MUter takes slightly longer than di-
rect Hessian-only unlearning methods due to the additional
computation of the indirect Hessian. However, this extra
computation is worthwhile as MUter offers improved dele-
tion effectiveness, accuracy, and robustness.

5.2.2 Results with Neural Network Model

Figure 4 summarizes the results of effectiveness, accuracy,
and robustness on the two datasets for the neural network
model with pretraining. MUter has the smallest difference
of parameter distance with Retrain, which indicates that
MUter generates the most similar unlearning model to the
Retrain model. In addition, MUter has the most consistent
behaviour with Retrain in terms of clean accuracy and per-
turbation accuracy. In terms of efficiency, Table 2 reports
the comparison with Retrain and two most efficient base-
line methods Fisher and Fisher-delta. Similar to the linear
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Figure 5: Effect of Gaussian noise injection: Effectiveness (left), Accuracy (middle), and Robustness (right) versus the standard
variation � of Gaussian noise in log scale, under the case of removing 5% samples and on the Lacuna-10 dataset.

model case, MUter has significant efficiency improvement
over Retrain. Although MUter costs more unlearning time
than the approximate methods, it provides significantly more
effective, more accurate, and more robust unlearned ATM.
Effect of Varying Magnitudes of Gaussian Noise. Figure
5 shows the effectiveness, accuracy, and robustness compar-
isons under varying standard variations of Gaussian noise
(�) injected by !u

r+1 +n with n ⇠ N (0,�2
I). All methods

get worse unlearning model performance with larger �, but
MUter maintains the best performance for all �’s among all
compared unlearning methods.

6. Conclusion

In this paper, we studied a new joint privacy-robustness
problem of machine unlearning from adversarial training
models to simultaneously meet the emerging privacy reg-
ulations on Right to be Forgotten and ensure the adversar-
ial robustness of the model. We proposed a new unlearn-
ing method called Muter, which is underpinned by a total
Hessian-based measure to sufficiently capture the data influ-
ence on both model parameters and adversarial perturbations.
We further introduced the Schur complement conversion and
the Neumann series approximation to mitigate the computa-
tional cost. Our methods show significant enhancement in
effectiveness and efficiency compared to baseline methods.

As future works, several directions can be further ex-
plored: 1) extending MUter to other adversarial training
variants like adversarial regularization; 2) further reducing
the memory cost by considering low-rank/k-fact approxi-
mations to approximate the Hessian matrix, e.g., [25]; 3)
studying the approximation capability of the new influence
function inspired by MUter , e.g., across different depths of
neural networks [4]; 4) exploring the potential connection
between the new influence function with proximal Bregman
response function [2].
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